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financial devices of the Crown, and many a small shopkeeper
had suffered from the disruption of trade caused by monopolies
of common articles. In addition the debates in the general
council of the army, in 1647, proved that among the common
soldiers, as represented by their agitators or agents, were many
striving after radical reforms, and pamphlets of levellers and
diggers demanded important, or even revolutionary, changes
in the social order. It is impossible to know the extent in 1642
of this discontent with the existing structure of society, for it was
certainly not then articulate. Nevertheless there was a vague
hope that better times would await the rank and file at the end
of the war; that, as the paternal government of the nation would
give way to popular government, so privilege and monopoly in
the economic field would vanish; and cthe poor and middle sort
of people' would enjoy a 'due and proper freedom'.1 Perhaps it
is not altogether fanciful to believe that the words the old Crom-
wellian soldier, Rumbold, uttered in 1685 have some applica-
tion to 1642: el am sure there was no man born marked of God
above another; for none comes into the world with a saddle on
his back, neither any booted and spurred to ride him.'2
The uncompromising attitude parliament maintained during
the summer of 1642 was largely due to confidence that the king
could not raise an army, and for a long time this belief seemed
justified. When Charles left London in January his position
was desperate, for only some thirty or forty attendants went with
him. He arrived at York in March, and a month later appeared
before Hull but was refused entrance. His appeal to the York-
shire gentry was accorded a mixed reception. Some 2,500 of the
Yorkshire train-bands accompanied him when he again sum-
moned Sir John Hotham, the governor, to surrender Hull, but
meeting with refusal he was forced to dismiss the militiamen.
His persistence before Hull is explained by his desire to secure
the arms stored there when the forces raised to fight the Scots
were disbanded. He then turned south and in August set up
his standard at Nottingham, Even then, however, he had no
more than 800 horse and 300 foot at his command, apart from
the train-bands, whose loyalty was doubtful and military value
slight. Many trusted advisers, therefore, gave up all hope of his
being able to raise an army and urged him to hasten to London
1	John Lilburne, Engtands New Chains Discovered (1649), pp. Aa-
2	State Trials, xi, 881.

